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Abstract 
The degree profile of an edge e of a finite hypergraph H is the map assigning to a positive 
integer i the number of vertices of degree i incident with e. The edge degree profile of H is the 
map describing for any possible degree profile ~ the number of edges in H with degree profile ~. 
A necessary and sufficient condition for existence of hypergraphs of prescribed edge degree 
profile is found. A similar result concerning hypergraphs without multiple edges is also 
presented. 
One of basic informations about a simple graph G (unordered, finite, without loops 
and multiple edges) is contained in the sequence (vl(G) . . . . .  vA(G)) where vi(G) is the 
number of i-valent vertices of G, i = 0 . . . . .  A = A (G). A natural problem to character- 
ize all finite sequences (Vo . . . . .  va) of non-negative integers with va > 0 such that there 
is a graph G with A(G) = A and vi(G) = vi, i = 0 . . . .  ,A, has been first solved indepen- 
dently by Havel [8] and Hakimi [6]. It is well known that a graph corresponding to 
a sequence (Vo .... ,VA), if any, need not be unique. 
A more complex information on the structure of G is yielded by the symmetric 
matrix (eij(G)) of order A(G) having in ith row and jth column the number e~(G) of 
edges of G joining an i-valent vertex to a j-valent vertex. (All v~(G) are derivable from 
this matrix.) Hakimi and Schmeichel [7] raised a problem analogous to that above, 
namely: Given a symmetric matrix g = (e 0 of order A with Z~= 1 e~a > 0, does there 
exist a graph G with A(G) = A such that eij(G) =ei j ,  i,j = 1 . . . . .  A? Note that without 
loss of generality G can be assumed to be without isolated vertices - -  they do 
not influence eij(G). A necessary and sufficient condition was found by Patrinos 
and Hakimi [9] - -  it can be reformulated as the conjunction of two following 
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Tab le  1 
Degrees  
Edges  1 2 3 /> 4 
el  0 0 1 0 
e2 1 1 1 0 
e 3 1 1 1 0 
e4 0 1 I 0 
e5 2 1 1 0 
e 6 0 2 1 0 
requirements: 
(I.g) For each integer, i, 1 ~< i ~< A, the number 
1 vi(8)=i(j~__leij+eii ) 
is an integer. 
(II.g) For all integers i, j, 1 ~< i ~< j ~< A, e u ~< vi(g) vi(g )and 
The problem can be modified through replacement of a graph by a multigraph. 
A necessary and sufficient condition taken (and rewritten) again from 1"9] is (I.g) 
together with: 
(Ill.g) For each integer i, 1 ~< i ~< A, ~]=1 eu > 0 implies vi(g) t> 1 and eii> 0 
implies vi(g) ~> 2. 
Another problem posed in [9] had arisen from the additional requirement on a graph 
corresponding to a matrix dr, to have some prescribed property. Some necessary and 
sufficient conditions were found for the following properties: to be a connected 
graph (Achuthan [1], Chernyak [2]), to be a self-complementary graph, 2-edge- 
connected graph, 2-connected graph (Chernyak [3-5]). 
In the present article we make a step in another direction - -  we analyze hyper- 
graphs from the point of view of their edge structure. To illustrate the problem 
consider a simple hypergraph H (without multiple edges) with vertices 1 .... ,9 and 
edges el = {1}, e2 = {1,2,3}, e 3 ----- {3,4,5}, e4 = {5,6}, es = {5,7,8,9}, e6 = {1,6,9}. 
In Table 1 numbers of vertices of an edge el having a fixed degree are presented. To 
each e~ in a natural way the map ct~ from positive integers to non-negative integers can 
be defined by taking ~i(j) as the number of vertices of degreej in e~; a natural name for 
cq is the degree profile of the edge ei. 
Thus for example ors(l)= 2, ~5(2)= ~5(3)= 1 and ors(j)= 0 for j >/4. Since 
~i~ i aq(j) is the number of vertices of e~, it is finite provided we restrict ourselves to 
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finite hypergraphs. If a¢ is the set of all possible degree profiles of edges of finite 
hypergraphs, the edge structure of H can be described using the map ¢~tt from d to 
non-negative integers uch that q~u(~) is the number of edges of H which are of degree 
profile ~t; a natural name for q~u is then the edge degree profile of the hypergraph H. In 
our example we have q~n(:q) = q~n(:%) = q~U(~S) = (]~n(0~6) : 1, ~n(~2)  = 2 (~2 = ~3) 
and q~n(~) = 0 for ~ ¢ {:q, ~z, ~4, ~5, ~5, ~6}. As y , ,u  q~n(~) is the number of edges of H, 
the finiteness of considered hypergraphs forces this sum to be finite. If ~- is the set of 
all maps which are candidates for the role to be the edge degree profile of a finite 
hypergraph, the problem solved in this paper is to characterize those maps from 
~- which really correspond to a finite hypergraph or to a simple finite hypergraph. 
Now we pass to strict definitions and notations. For integers p, q set 
[p,q]:= ~J {i}, [p, oo]:= ~) {i}, 
i=p i=p 
for a set X and r • [0, c~ ) let ~X be the set of all subsets of X and ~rX the set of all 
r-element subsets of X. We define afinite hypergraph as a pair (V,/~) where F is a finite 
set and /~•[0, c~) ~'V\:o~. For a (finite) hypergraph H = (F,/~) the set F(H)= F 
is the vertex set of H, p(H)= p is the multiplicity function of H and E(H)= 
U w _~ v U ~'--wl { (W, i) } is the edge set of n. Thus (W, i) represents the ith edge corres- 
ponding to a set W ~_ V for i • [ 1,/~ 14/]; if W is said to be the support of an edge (W, i), 
then/~ W expresses the multiplicity of occurrences of W in the role of the support of an 
edge of H. The support of an edge e will be denoted by [el. A hypergraph (V,/z) is 
simple if/~ W ~< 1 for any W ___ V; in such a case we can manage supports of edges 
directly instead of edges. A vertex v is said to be incident with an edge e (and vice versa) 
if v • [e]. Let I(H) be the set of all pairs (v, e) • V(H) x E(H) such that v is incident with 
e. The degree of a vertex v • V(H) (in a hypergraph H) is degn(v):= I{e • E(H): 
(v, e) • I(H)} I- For i • [0, oo ) let Vi(H) be the set of all vertices of H of degree i and let 
vi(H) be the cardinality of Vi(H). 
Put 
zt3 
~¢ := {~ • [0, ~ )t~. ~:  ~ ~(i) • [1, ~ )}; 
i=l 
maps eo,~,a i • ~ for i •  [1, ~) ,  j •  [i, ~)  will be especially important for our 
analysis. They are determined by 
eij(k)=l{i}c~{k}l+l{j}c~{k}l fork•E1,  oo), 
zi(1) = i, li(k) = 0 for k • [2, oo ), 
a~(i)=l,  tri(k)=0 fo rk•[1 ,  oo)\{i}; 
note that e~ = z2 and t~ = a~. 
Furthermore set 
~:={ q~•[O' ~)~': ~q~(~)< ~ } ,  
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and for maps * e ~ and ~ e ~1 with *(~) > 0 define the map * ,  e ~ as follows: 
• ~(~) = * (a ) -  1, 
• ,(el l)= *(eli) + ~(i) for i e [1, ~) ,  
• ,(fl) = *(fl) otherwise. 
The degree profile of an edge e e E(H) is the map q~e.n e s/determined by ~oe.n(i) = 
[{v e VI(H): (v, e) e I(H)} I for every i ~ [1, ~ ). The edge degree profile ofa hypergraph 
H is the map *n e ~ whose values are *u(a) = I{e e E(H): q~e, tt= ~}1 for each ~ e ~1. 
A map * e ~- is said to be realizable or simply realizable if there exists a hypergraph 
H or a simple hypergraph H, respectively, such that *n = 4; as in the case of graphs, 
isolated vertices (of degree 0) can be neglected. For any i e [1, ~ ) and * e ~ the 
number vi(*):= (1/i)Y~,~da(i)*(~) is rational one. We shall need the following 
condition where * e ~ is a parameter: 
(1.4) V ie [ l ,  oo) vi(*)e[O, ~).  
Another condition 
go 
1-1 (2.4) w ~ ~¢ ,(~) ~ ~=~ \ ~(i) / 
uses the generalized notion of the binomial coefficient defined for p, q e [0, m ) by 
q-1  
:= q.l i=O 
Thus binomial coefficients are nonnegative integers, 
(:):0 
is equivalent with q > p and Pl ~ P2 implies 
for all Pl,P2 e [0, c~). 
The last necessary condition reads as: 
(3.*) Vie [1, go ) Va ~ ~t v~(*) ~ a(i)min {1, *(a)}. 
Now we are ready to start our analysis. 
Lemma 1. I f  a map * e ~ is realizable and H is a hypergraph with *n = 4, then 
vi(*) = vi(H) for all i ~ [1, go ). 
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Proof. Let E~(H) for :t • ~¢ be the set of all edges e of H with ~P~,H = ~. Then counting 
the number of pairs (v, e) e I(H) with v • Vg(H) we get 
ivi(H)= ~ I{eeE(H):(v,e)•l(H)}l 
veVi(H) 
= ~ I{veV~(H):(v,e)eI(H)}l= ~ ~ I{veI/~(H):(y,e)el(H)}[ 
eeE(H) a~.~ e~E~(H) 
= ~ ~. :¢(i)= ~ q~.(a)a(i)= ~ a(i)q~(a) 
aesg eeE~(H) ~EM ae~l 
so that indeed vi(¢) = vi(H) for arbitrary i e [1, ~ ). [] 
Theorem 1. l.f a map dp• ~ is simply realizable, then the conditions (1.¢) and (2.~) are 
fulfilled. 
Proof. The condition (1.q)) is a consequence of Lemma 1. Next consider the map 
n assigning to a set W ~ V(H) the sequence {Wc~ Vi(H)}~= 1. As { vi(n): i e [1, oc )} is 
a decomposition of V(H), we have 
w= wn V(H)= Wn U V,(H)= V,(H)), 
i=1  i - I  
and the assumption W1, W2 c_ V(H), WI # I4"2, implies Wx c~ V~(H) # W2 ~ Vj(H) 
for at least one j  e [1, ~ ). Thus n is an injection. Restricting ourselves to edges W of 
degree profile ct • ~¢, i.e. We E~(H), we see that Wn Vi(H) • 9~ti ~ V~(H), hence for the 
ith term of row there are 
• (i) / 
possibilities (for a(i) > v~(H) due to the generalized efinition of binomial coefficients) 
and 
4)(~) = 4 , . (~)= IE~(H)I--InE~(H)t 
V~(H) o~ 
which is exactly the condition (2.~). [] 
Theorem 2. l f  a map ¢ e ~ is realizable, then the conditions (1.q~) and (3.~) are fulfilled. 
Proof, The inequality vi(~)>~ct(i)min{1,~(:t)} is trivial for :t( i )~(:t)=0. For 
~(i) (/)(a) > 0 take any edge e e E(H) with tpe, tt = a - -  the number of edges of H of 
degree profile :t is ¢ (a )>0.  We have also [{ve vi(n): (v,e)eI(n)}l  = ~(i), hence 
vi(H) >/:t(i) =- ct(i)min{1, q)(~)} and we are done. [] 
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From now on our effort will be concentrated on showing that the conditions of 
Theorems 1and 2 are not only necessary, but also sufficient for simple realizability or 
realizability, respectively, of a map ¢~ e #'. This will be performed by help of several 
lemmas reflecting relationships between conditions (1.¢0, (2.¢0 and (3.~) as well as 
those between realizability or simple realizability of • and ~.  
Lemma 2. I f  • e ~q~, then the conditions (1.¢0 and (2.~) imply the condition (3.~). 
Proof. For ¢~(~) = 0 there is nothing to prove, suppose therefore ~(a) > O. Then 
0 < e~(~) ~ 
each factor of the product must be non-zero, hence vi(~) >1 a(i) = a(i) min { l, 4~(a)} for 
every i~ [1, ~c). [] 
Lemma 3. I f  • ~ ~,  ~t e ~f, ct(1) > O, vi(~) i> ct(i)min { 1, ~(~)} for any i e [1, oo ) and 
the condition (1.~) is fulfilled, then 
~(o0 <~ t=~ \ or(i) ]" 
Proof. The case ~(~)= 0 being 
vi(~)/> ~(i) and 
cc(i) j~>l  fo r ie [1 ,  •). 
It is an easy exercise to show that 
for every m, n e [1, oo ). With respect o 
trivial, analyze the assumption ~(a)> 0. Then 
this implies 
~(1) / ~> \ ~(1) ] ~> ~(~) 
and the desired inequality follows. [] 
Lemma 4. Let maps • e ~r and ,t e ~f be such that ~(~) > O. 
1. v l (~)  = vl (~) + ~j~t~( j )  and vi(~) = vi(~)for all i e [2, oo ). 
2. Condition (1.~) implies condition (1.¢~). 
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3. Conditions (1.~) and (3.tb) imply condition (3.~). 
4. Conditions (1.~) and (2.tb) imply condition (2.~). 
Proof. 1. Setting ~1~ = ~¢\({~} w [.)t°°__ t(e~i)} for i ~ [1, o~ ) we obtain 
vi(4,,) = - i )~(~)  
I 
-- ~(i)(e(~) - ~) + ~elt( i I (e(~lt)  + ~(J)) + ~ ~(i)e(~) 
j=  1 #e,~,  
=v, (~)+~(- -~( i )+~, j ( i ) c~( j ) )=v , ( ' )+ lz~( i ) .  
j= l  I 
For i=  1 then 
X~(1) = - ~(1) + 2~(1) + ~(j) = ~ ~(j), 
j=2  j= l  
while i e [2, oo ) leads to 
i -1  
Z,(i) = -- ~(i) + ~ 0.~(j)  + ~(i) + 0.~(j)  = 0. 
j=1 j=i+1 
2. An immediate consequence of statement 1. 
3. In this case by help of statement 1 for every i e [1, ~ ) and every fl e ~1 
vi(~) >>- vi(~) >t fl(i)min {1, ¢~(fl)}. 
The assumption fl~ U~ t{elj} yield ~(fl)>~ q~(fl) and consequently vi(~)>1 ./= 
fl(i)min { 1, ~(fl)}. Provided fl(i)~(fl) = 0 there is nothing to prove, hence it remains 
to show that v i (~) >/eli(i) wheneverj ~ [1, oo ) is such that elj(i)~(elj) > 0. If so, we 
have 
v,(4,~) >1 le~j(i)~(~tt) > 0 
z 
and the desired inequality follows with respect o eli(l) ~(el j)  >1 el j(1) and eli(i) <~ 1 
for ie  [2, ~) .  
4. For fl¢ [.)t°°: ~ {elt} we obtain using statement 1
oo 
On the other hand fl(1) > 0 for fl e ~t~ 1 {el j}. In view of Lemma 2 and statements 
2 and 3 wc have at our disposal the conditions (1.~) and (3 .~)  so that 
vi(~p~) >1 fl(i) min{1, ~(fl)} for any i ~ [1, oo ). Then employing Lcmma 3 we see that 
oo 
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Lemma 5. Let maps • • ~ and ~ • ~¢ be such that ~(¢t) > O. 
1. If 
~(ct) <~ [-I  (vi(~)~ 
~: 1 \ ~(i) ] 
and crp~ is simply realizable, so is c19. 
2. l f  vi(@) >>. ~t(i)min {1, t/,(ct)} for every i•  [1, ~)  and ~ is realizable, so is 4. 
Proof. 1. Let H~ = (V~, p~) be a simple hypergraph of edge degree profile ¢,~ and let 
E~ = E(H~). As 
oO 
~'=~\ ~(i) J 
and according to Lemma 4 
oO OD 
we have 
oO 
7"='i'\ ~(i) ,}" 
Then it is clear (follow considerations in the proof of Theorem 1) that there is 
a sequence {Zi} ~= 1 • I]iZ 1 ~,ti) vi(n,) satisfying P,U i~= 1Zi = 0. For i • [1, oo ) let Xi 
be the set of all vertices of Zi lying in a pendant edge (2-element edge with minimum 
vertex degree 1) with a pendant vertex (vertex of degree 1 of a pendant edge) outside of 
Z1. Then there exists an injection z • VI(H,) x defined on the set X = U~=IXi such 
that z(x)•  VI(H,) \Z1 and {x, z(x)} •E(H, )  for any x•  X (two different pendant 
edges cannot have a common pendant vertex). On the other hand from among 
2-element edges incident with vertices of the set Y = U~Z~ Yi where Y~ = Zi \X ,  only 
those containing a pendant vertex from Z~ are pendant. In the sequel we shall suppose 
that H, is such a hypergraph of edge degree profile ~/,, and {Z~}i~=l is such a sequence 
from Hi~= l #~,~ Vi(H~) that the set Y = Y(H~, {Zi}~= l) has minimum possible number 
of elements. We are going to prove that then Y must be empty. If it is not, two cases 
can be distinguished. 
Case (a): Y~ is non-empty for some i e I-2, ~ ). The number of pendant vertices lying 
in a pendant edge of degree profile e~ in the hypergraph H~ is 
dP~(eli) = ~(eli) + ~(i) >/~(i) = IX~I + I Yd > IX~l. 
Hence besides IX~l edges of degree profile eli corresponding tosets {x, z(x)} for x e Xi 
there exists in H~ another edge {v, w} of degree profile eli with v • VI(H~)\(XI u zX) 
and w • Vi(H~). 
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First of all suppose v ~ Y1. From the minimality of [El we get w ¢ Yi. Consider 
a vertex y • Yi and denote 
e(y,w)= I{A - Va\{y,w}: Aw{y,w}~E,}[ ,  
e(y+ w)=l{A~ Va\{y,w}: {Aw{y},Aw{w}}~_Ea} l ,  
e(y-- w) = [{A ~_ Va\{y,w}: A w {y} 6 Ea, A w {w} ~ Ea}[, 
e(w-  y) = [{A ~ Va\{y,w}: A u {w} EEa, Aw {y} ¢ E,}I. 
Then we have e(y,w) + e(y + w) + e(y - w) = degtt,(y) = i = degH,(W) = e(y,w) + 
e(y + w) + e(w -- y) and consequently e(y - w) = e(w - y). From {v,w} ~ E, and 
{v,y} ¢ Ea we obtain e(w - y) >/1, hence there is a set A ~ Va\{y,w} such that 
A u {y} e Ea and A w {w} ¢ E,. The hypergraph H* = (Va,#*) determined by 
#*(A u {y}) = p* {v, w} = O, p*(A w {w}) = ~* {v, y} = 1, and p*B = I~aB otherwise is
a simple hypergraph of edge degree profile q~a: degrees of vertices in Ha and H* are the 
same, an exemplar of the degree profile eli moved from the edge {v,w} of Ha to the 
edge {v,y} of H* and an exemplar of the degree profile ~0A~ {y},n, moved from the 
edge A ~ {y} of Ha to the edge A ~ {w} of H*. Moreover, Y(H*, {Zj}~Z0 = 
Y(Ha, {Zj}f~= 1)\{Y} in contradiction with the minimality of [ Y(Ha, {Zj}j% ~)l. 
Now we pass to the case v e Y~. As 
vl('q:'a) = v~(,/,) + ~ =(j) = ~/~(1),,/,(/~) + ~ (IXjl + I Yjl) 
/=1 [Jc.rg j= l  
>/~(1)q~(~) + ~ [Xjl + I Y, I >/~(1) + IvXl + I Y, I 
j= l  
= IZ~l + IrXI + lEvi > IZ~l + I~Xl, 
there exists a vertex v'• VI(Ha)\(Z1 u'rX) and consequently an edge A'e E(H,) 
(uniquely determined) incident with v'. Without loss of generality A' ~ {v', w}, for the 
opposite assumption would lead to the precedent case with v' in the role of v. Forming 
the hypergraph H; = (Va,/~;) with p':{v',w} = p~({v} ~ A'\{v'}) = 1, l~'a{v,w} = 
p'aA' = 0 and p'a(A) = Ha(A) otherwise we reach again the situation of the precedent 
case (v' stands instead of v). 
Case (b): Y1 is non-empty. For A, B ~_ Va(Ha) let [A, B] be the number of 2- 
element edges e~zV~(H, )nEa  (they are of degree profile e~) such that 
e~A~O and ec~B~O. As in the case (a) we have q'a(ell)>~lX~l+lYa[. 
Then putting W= V~(Ha)\(X~ w Y~wrXa) the definition of X~ and Y~ yields 
Ex,,  vx,] = IX, I, [x, ,x l ]  = EX,, Y,] = [x~, IV] = ErX~,rxx3 = ErX~, Y~] = 
[rx~, W] = [Y1, W] = 0 and consequently +a(~a~) = [X~,rX~] + [Y~, Y~] + 
[W, W] ~> IXll + I Y~I. From an evident inequality [Y~, Y~] ~< L [Y~I/2J we have 
[W, W] ~> IY~I - L IY1 I/2 .J = [-IY~ I/2 -] > o. If the vertices w~, w~ • Wform an edge of 
H:, y is a vertex of Y~ and A is the (unique) subset of Va\{y} with A w {y} • Ea, 
then the hypergraph H* = (Va, p*) described by ~/~*(A w {y}) = t~*{w~,w~} = O, 
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/a*(Aw {wl})= I~*{y, wz} = 1 and /z*B =/~,B otherwise, is a simple hypergraph 
(clearly, #,{wl, w2} = 1 implies #,(A w {wl}) = #,{y, w2} = 0) of edge degree profile 
4~ satisfying {Z,}L 1 • HL1 #~(,) Vi(H*) and Y(H*, {Zi} ~= 1) = Y(H~, {Zi} • x)\ {Y} 
which is again a contradiction. 
Thus we know that Y = 0 and for all i • [1, ~ ) and z e Zi = Xi the edge {z, z(z)} is 
of degree profile tl~. The hypergraph H = (V,\~X,#) with #X = 1 and /~A = #,A 
otherwise is then a simple hypergraph of edge degree profile q~ - -  passing from H, to 
H for every i • [1, ~ ) ~(i) edges of degree profile e1~ have been suppressed and one 
edge of degree profile • has been created. 
2. Using Lemma 4.1 we get for each i • [1, ~ ) 
v,(~,)/> v,(40 >/~(i)min {1, q~(~)} = ~(i)min{1, 4~,(ot) + 1} = ct(i). 
If H, = (V,,/z,) is a hypergraph of edge degree profile q~,, there exists a sequence 
{Zi} ~= 1 e I-I~= l~,ti) V~(H,). Consider the decomposition {X, Y~} of Z~ as well as other 
notations used in the common part of the proof of the statement 1. (A formal 
difference is that a vertex x • X is incident with a pendant edge ({x, z(x)}, 1) • E(H,).) 
There are again two cases to be distinguished. 
Case (a): Yi is non-empty for suitable i e [2, oo ). Since ~,(eli) > IXil, there exist 
vertices v • VI(H,)\(XI w zX) and w • Vi(H,) such that ({v,w}, 1) is a pendant edge 
of H~. 
As in the case l(a) suppose first v ¢ YI and w ¢ Yi. For a vertex y • Yi then 
(/~,(A w {y, w}) +/~,(A u {y})) = degn,(y) = i 
a _= v, \  [y. w} 
= degn,(w) = ~ (#,(A u {y, w}) + #,(A w {w})), 
A =_ v,\ly.w} 
(u,(A u {y})  - , , (A  u {w}))  = 0. 
A ~ v,\{y.w} 
With respect to g~{v,w} = 1 and #~{v,y} =0 we must be able to find a set 
A ~_ V~\{y,w} such that/~(A w {y}) >/~(A w {w}). A contradiction is then reached 
using the hypergraph H* = (V~,/~*) with #*(A u {y}) =/~(A w {y}) - 1, #*(A w {w}) = 
#,(A w {w}) + 1, #* {v, w} = 0, #* {v, y} = 1 and #*B = #~B otherwise. To finish the 
proof of this part it is sufficient o construct a hypergraph H' as in the case l(a) (to 
create the precedent situation). 
Case (b): If Y1 4= 0, a contradiction can be derived in the same manner as in the 
case l(b) (only formal changes are necessary). 
Statement 2 now follows constructing the hypergraph H = (V~\rX,!a) of edge 
degree profile q~ with multiplicity function values #X =/~X + 1 and pA =/~A 
otherwise. [] 
Final results are now completely in reach. 
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Theorem 3. If a map ¢b ~ ~ fulfills conditions (1.~) and (2.~), it is simply realizable. 
The proof proceeds by induction on c(q~):= ~ '~ 4~(~), where 
~:= ~1\ 0 {~1i, t i+2,~}. 
i=1 
(a) Suppose first c(~) = 0 and take m e [2, oo ). Due to (2.~) we have 
,:1 \a.( i)/  
while (1.4~) implies mv.(~) = ~(elm) + ~(a.) -  Set 
bm= vm(4~) - 4~(a,,) for m ~ 1-2, oo ), 
bl = 4~(e11) 
and consider a simple hypergraph H = (V, p), where 
io91 4:'0.) ~(o.) m-  1 
0 {(1,m,i,j)}w U {(3,m,i,j)} v ky 
m=3 i=1 j= l  j=O 
and pA = 1 if and only if A is one 
Almi :  0 {(1,m,i,j)} 
j=l  
A2mo = {(2,re, i,0), (2,m,i,j)} 
A3mii = {(3, m, i, 0), (3,m,i,j)} 
B3mi = {(3,re, i,0)} 
Then one can easily check that H is of edge degree profile ~: edges A ~ are of degree 
profile ~, edges B3rai of degree profile am, edges A2,o, A3mo of degree profile elm and 
their number is (m - 1) ~(am) + mbm = mv,(~) - ~(a , )  = 4~(el,~) for m e 1-2, oo ), 
while for m = 1 it is b~ + 0 = 4)(~1 ). (Remember that degree profiles tl = a~ and 
~2 = e~ are not omitted.) 
(b) For c(4~) e [1, oo ) admit that any map ~ e ~-, satisfying c(~) = c(~) - 1, (1.~) 
and (2.g'), is simply realizable. Consider a map 0~ e N such that ¢~(e)> 0. Since 
c (~)  = c(4~) - 1 and statements 2 and 4 of Lemma 4 yield (1.~,) and (2.¢~), the map 
q~, is simply realizable. According to statement 1 of Lemma 5 the map 4~ is simply 
realizable and the induction works. [] 
b~ 
ra=l  i=1 j=0 m=l  i=1 
of the following subsets of V: 
for m e [3, oo ) and i e 1-1, ~0m)], 
for me [1, oo), i e  [1,bm) and je  [1,m], 
for me[ l ,  oo), i e  [1 ,~(a , ) ]  and j e l l ,m-  1], 
for m e 1-1, oo ) and i e [1, 4)(am)]. 
Theorem 4. If a map • e ~ fulfills conditions (1.~) and (3.~), it is realizable. 
Proof (by induction on c(4~) as in the proof of Theorem 3). 
(a) For  c(4~) = 0 and m e [1, oo ) put e~ = 4~(el~,)/m and sm = ¢~(am)/m. By (1.~) we 
have vm = e~ +sm e [0, oo ) for m e I-2, oo ). Construct a hypergraph H = (V, p) on the 
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U ij)/  0 LU U/(2,m, ij)/ V k_] 
m=3 i=1 j= l  m=l i=1 j=0 
iool [e.]-Le~J 4,(e,.)--mLe. J Ls.J 
U U {(3,m,i,j)}u 0 U {(4,re, i,0)}. u LY 
m=l i=1 j= l  m=l i=1 
The multiplicity function # has value 1 for the following subsets of V: 
Alml for m e [3, oo) and i e [1, 4~(Zm)], 
A2mij for me[ l ,  oo), ie[1,LemJ ] and je l l ,m],  
Aamu fo rme[1 ,  oo), ie[ l , [em]-LemJ] and je [1 ,@(e lm) -mkemJ] .  
Further let B4,,i = { (4, m, i, 0) }, 
#B3m,=m(LemJ+l)-q~(elm) fo rme[1 ,  oo) and ie[1, [em]- lemJ] ,  
#B4mi=m fo rme[1 ,  oo) and ie[l,LsmJ], 
#A = 0 for all remaining A _c V. 
The hypergraph H is of desired edge profile q~: edges Almi are of degree profile t,.; 
edges  A2mij and A3mu and are of degree profile el,. and their number is 
mke.,J + (Feral - L em J)(@(e,m) -- mLe.,J) = l~)(Elm); 
edges  B3rai and B4m i are  of degree profile am and their number is 
(Fe.l - kemJ)(m(memJ + 1) - ,~(~,.,)) + mLs.,] = ~(am), 
since if e~ (and consequently Sm) is not integer (so that m e [2, ~ )), we have 
m~_emJ+ksmJ+ 1) = mVm(~) = @(elm) + @(trm). [] 
Recapitulating all the results proved we get the following theorem. 
Theorem 5. Let @ e ~.  
1. @ is simply realizable if and only/f(1.@) and (2.@). 
2. @ is realizable if and only/f(1.q~) and (3.@). 
Of course, Theorem 5 covers results of [9] - -  a symmetric matrix ~' = (eu) of order 
A corresponds to the map q~ ~ ~- with @(eu) = e u for i • [1, d],j e [i, A] and q~(~t) = 0 
for ~U~=lU;=i{s i j}  - -  in such a case 1.)i(~)=vi(~ ) for every ie[1,  d] and 
conditions (1.@), (2.@) and (3.@) are transformed into (1.g), (II.8) and (III.g), 
respectively. 
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